In Mexico, the automotive industry is considered to be strategic in the industrial and economic development of the country because it generates production, employment and foreign exchange. Good demand forecasts are needed for better manufacturing management. The time series modelling tools applied to the monthly demand forecasting of automobile spare parts in Mexico are assessed, for the case of a transnational enterprise, considering affordability. The classic methods of moving averages, final value and exponential smoothing, the prestigious autoregressive integrated models of moving averages (ARIMA), the rarely implemented artificial neural networks (ANNs) and the very little explored ARIMA-ANNs hybrid models are compared. A good performance of the models involving ANNs is observed, but they were not as steady as the ARIMA models in the post-sample periods. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was reduced from an original 57% to 32.65%. The obtained results could help demonstrate the importance of improving industrial forecasting methodologies for better planning.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays in Mexico, the automotive industry contributes with 3% to the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP), with 18% to the manufacturing GDP, and 27% to the manufacturing exportations [1] . It plays a strategic role in the economy and integrates important national and global production chains. The sector is an important generator of employment and foreign exchange. The automotive industry has operated in the frame of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) over the course of 23 years in a good environment, but with the possible renegotiation, the industry as it stands would face new challenges [2] . It is necessary to look for comparative advantages not only in terms of low costs, but also in terms of the research and development capacities required in order to better understand the industry and supply chains trends. The dynamic and uncertain characteristics of the automobile spare-parts demand are critical for national and enterprise economic revenue predictions. Manufacturing and automotive industries are also important in many countries, with their respective share of the business in the spare-parts area. This importance results in strong efforts to achieve a better understanding and their consequent improvements in several areas within the manufacturing and automotive sectors, such as the implementation of quality management systems at different levels [3] , surveys on lean manufacturing implementation [4] , analysis on the influence of the environmental factors in the automotive production processes [5] , and even proposals on maintenance management in the sector [6] . Spare parts can be considered as an important business area, with sales revenues ranging from 3.5 to 35%, as found by [7] , while studying 7 firms in the engineering industry.
This article is motivated by the necessity of identifying the best method (considering its accuracy and implementing easiness) to face the problem of automobile spare-parts demand forecasting in a transnational enterprise, where a forecasting software is currently being used, giving a sensation of very improvable forecasts to the management, with an average of 57% of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for their most problematic spare-parts. The study is delimited to its market in Mexico. In the inventories management, for the computation of the economic quantity to order [8] , the involved element, which is the most variable and most difficult to compute, is the monthly demand of the product to be manufactured or purchased. As in most enterprises in the automobile spare-parts industry, it is convenient to perform a sales/demand projection and to plan the resources and operative strategies, so as to reduce the logistics cost due to a surplus, or opportunity cost due to the lack of products. In order to satisfy these demands, tools that allow a better management of the inventory in the warehouses of the enterprise that distributes the spare-parts are needed, in an attempt to reduce the costs per inventory, while the demand is satisfied or the management decisions are made [9] . This knowledge will allow flexible responses on behalf of the automobile spare-parts industry to probable changes and the adaptation to new economic conditions. This analysis becomes complex in countries such as Mexico, where few enterprises keep good records of their activities, products and procedures, so that in certain moments within the practice it is mandatory to look for methods which work with the information available, before designing the collection of information, which makes them able to work with better methods.
Improvements in spare parts require that forecasts be searched under different points of view. Some studies have been focused on improving or maintaining service levels [10] , while considering inventory metrics as important [11] , since special attention should be given to the rapidly increasing number of spare-parts for their correct management [12] . It has been recommended to simplify the existing calculations by implementing simple models when facing big stock keeping units (SKUs) lists [13] . The enterprise under study is considered to require better forecasts to decrease the high logistics costs to which it is exposed. Bacchetti [14] classifies the spare-parts forecast methods in time series, explanatories, hybrids and others, queuing to a selection of the most suitable one, analysing the behaviour of the spare-parts demand under study. For this article, the studied demand is represented by means of time series models, due to the lack of information to model its behaviour explanatorily. Hence, classic time series models are used, due to their simplicity in their elaboration; autoregressive integrated models of moving averages or ARIMA, introduced by Box [15] , becoming well-accepted models in the representation of time series; models elaborated through artificial neural networks (ANN) and ARIMA-ANN hybrids, as alternatives to the usual linear modelling in the ARIMA models [16] . With this study, reliable methods for the forecasting of the automobile spare-parts demand are sought to be implemented, in order to obtain estimations and to decide which one can be used in order to achieve the best management of the supply chain and to boost the efficiency of its management. In the second section of this article, a literature review about the spare-parts demand forecasting and a brief theoretical framework about the tools used in this study are presented. In the third part, details of the development of the models are exposed, and later, the obtained results are briefed. In the final section, the conclusions of the study are presented.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Spare-parts Demand Forecasting
Notwithstanding the elaboration of forecasts based on the statistics has generated various modelling methodologies, whereas the stochastic nature of various problems found in diverse areas of investigation (industry, public sector, natural phenomena, etc.) makes it convenient to develop better techniques to forecast the specific problem being studied with greater accuracy. In the particular case of spare-parts, the problem has been addressed on the basis of various perspectives, depending on the demand nature and the information available.
When counting on a good data base, with information about the products sold still in use, failure times, lead times, maintenance programs and others, it is possible to estimate the quantity of spare-parts that will be needed over the course of time, by means of an analysis of the installed base [17] . This approach has also been utilised for consumer goods, suggesting that this is a very good way to forecast the demand for spare parts, especially at the end of the life of the product, but also recommends to use simpler methods if the proper information is not currently available [18] . Parallel to this technique that uses no time series, a forecasting method in two steps has been proposed, which separately updates the average of the parts needed per repair and the number of repairs for each sort of component. This method was evaluated in a comparative study for a services provider in the aviation industry [19] . Such investigation takes the advantage of the direct availability of historic information about the repairs of components implying the demand of the specific parts for which the forecast is being performed. Li [20] conducted a study where a decision-making system was developed based on an EFNN (enhanced fuzzy neural network), which is used to forecast the spare-parts demand on the basis of a causal perspective. The aforementioned study takes advantage of the great quantity of information available to the enterprise, since this handles not only the distribution of new automobiles but also the late spare-parts supply itself.
There are useful perspectives for the enterprises which use spare-parts to give internal maintenance to their equipment. Barabadi et al. [21] base their predictions on the statistics models of products' reliability, influenced by factors such as the means of management, maintenance policies, driver's skills, etc., while Lengu et al. [22] propose to discard the supposition of normality in the time series and model the demand of the parts as Bernoulli processes, particularly in the Poisson distributions, taking advantage of the imminent nature of the spare-parts demand. Moon et al. [23] decided to develop a selection model among the forecast methods, in order to predict the performance of each method when forecasting the demand for naval parts in South Korea. Previously developed methods were used, and by means of a logistic regression, it was determined whether one or another method was better for forecasting purposes for the next period. Petropoulos et al. [24] , performed a study about the forms of selecting time series forecasting methods, where they suggest that the forecast accuracy is influenced as explained below: i) For fast-changing data, cyclicality and randomness have the greatest (negative) effect, and the greater the forecast horizons, the greater the decrease in accuracy;
ii) For intermittent data, the inter-demand interval has a greater (negative) effect than the coefficient of variation; iii) For every type of data, increasing the length of the series entails small positive effects.
In addition, Sipper and Bulfin [25] propose a methodology to select the demand forecasting methods applied to planning and production management. Even though efficient and complex forecasting methodologies have been developed, there is little evidence of their implementation within the industry [26] , and simpler methods, such as the simple moving average or simple exponential smoothing are often used instead [27] . It is also important to identify the nature of the item under study. This can be achieved when classifying them under different criteria, according to our needs and several studies on this matter have been performed, with classifications based on the periodicity of the demand [28] , the manufacturing volume [29] , or even more complex classifications [30] that should be of help for selecting proper methods and tools for modeling spare-parts behaviour [31] . Based on the literature review up to this point, it was possible to decide that the best tool for modelling the automobile spare-parts demand, given its behaviour and little availability of information, is by means of a time series perspective, so that it has been decided to develop the ARIMA and ANNs models using only the information available in order to obtain forecasts. We can observe a sketched description of the selection process in Figure 1 . 
Forecasting with the ARIMA and ANNs Models
In this study, it is intended to use time series and artificial neural networks as modelling and forecasting tools. There are several studies, which have used these tools in an independent, comparative or combined manner in search of greater accuracy. In recent publications, the comparison of different models for time series forecasting can be observed, involving the ARIMA and ANNs models. In most cases, the ANNs models exceeded the forecasting quality over the ARIMA models [32] ; [33] ; [34] . Nevertheless, there are also cases in which the ARIMA models worked better [35] , and the importance of selecting an appropriate ANNs architecture to solve the corresponding problem is shown [36] . As an alternative, it has been proposed to combine models deploying different methods in order to improve the time series forecasting, commonly obtaining better results than in isolated models [37] ; [38] ; [39] ; [40] ; [41] ; [42] . Some of these hybrid models have been directly applied to the problem of forecasting spare-parts demand in hybrid industries, combining linear regression and ANNs and working with small sample sizes [43] . Zhang [16] proposes the hybrid models used for this study. He states that the ARIMA and ANNs models have been compared, thus obtaining mixed conclusions in terms performance superiority when forecasting, and therefore proposes a hybrid methodology combining both models in order to take the advantages of one another in linear and nonlinear modelling. The results obtained by Zhang were better in the case of mixed models, than those obtained with each model individually. Several authors have relied on Zhang's models, or have developed models based on the same principle of hybridisation [44] ; [44] ; [45] ; [46] .
The ARIMA methodology aims to explain the changes in a time series through the different components forming the ARIMA model ( , , ):
 AR( ), which is the autoregressive component of the model, represents the relationship between the current time series value and its previous values by means of a linear regression with parameters that weight the influence of the previous values of the times series on the current value. An AR process is only feasible if the time series is stationary and it can be represented as Eq. (1): (1) where : is the value of the series for time ; : is the error or random component for the time ; : is the number of delay-periods taking the autoregressive part of the model into account; MA( ) is the moving averages component and attempts to explain the current error relating it to the previous errors − in the series. The influence of the previous errors on the last error of the series is weighted by another parameter and this can be represented as Eq. (2): (2) where ̃: is the difference between and , so the mean and the expected value of ̃ are zero; : are the values of the moving average parameters; : is the number of the delay-periods taking the moving averages of the model into account.
There are processes that have both an autoregressive and moving averages behaviour; when performing the mathematical development, you get to Eq. I( ), which is the difference operation applied times to the series, aiming to make it stationary, when the original series is not. It calculates the difference between a value of the time series and its previous value, making that difference the new observed value in the series. This action is performed by the application of the operator ∇ , which calculates the difference between each period of the time series a number of times;
When needed, the stationary process can be constructed with Eq.(4):
Finally, the model can be represented as Eq. (5): (5) It is understood that a time series is stationary when all its values fit to the same probability distribution, regardless the time. For a deeper study of the methodology, the Box [15] text can be consulted. Meanwhile, artificial neural networks are formed by several layers of nodes which are connected so that in the middle ones, the information which entered via the input nodes is processed and results in useful information being obtained from the output nodes. The designs of either typology depend on the problem to be solved, for instance, to develop a digital filter program in a computer, an algorithm in which all layers are evenly interconnected should be used, meaning that all nodes in a layer are connected to the nodes in another layer [47] .
The neural network defines how information processing will be, based on a training process, whereby the weight of each arc connecting two neurons is defined, that is, it ponders the relationship of each input value to each neuron. In the case of the ANN used to forecast, it is normal to try to take advantage of its nonlinear qualities, in contrast to the ARIMA models, which model the time series linearly [35] . Zhang [16] indicates that the most common ANN structure to forecast time series is the single-hidden layer feedforward neural network. Nonetheless, alternatives to selecting a neural network architecture also exist. An architecture designed specifically for obtaining time series forecasting is the NARX architecture (nonlinear autoregressive exogenous network). This network includes delays within its own architecture and has the possibility to include external influences in the model. The equation for the network is Eq.(6):
where ( ( − 1), ( − 2), … , ( − )) is a nonlinear function of the previous observations during period and is the number of delays taken into account for the model. The output values are recovered and managed as inputs (delays), so a new output value is obtained [48] . In the early stages of this study, better results were obtained using the NARX architecture.
The combination of both methods proposed by Zhang [16] is simple. It states that the forecast can be obtained as Eq. (7):
where is the value of the series at time , is the linear part of the series and is the nonlinear part, where the linear part is modelled with ARIMA and the nonlinear with ANNs.
Performance Measures
As criteria for evaluating the performance of the models, three measures were used. The mean error, which is useful in order to form a clear view on the bias that the forecasts are presenting Eq.(8).
The mean squared error, which penalises large forecast errors as shown in Eq. (9):
And the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), which gives a dimensionless idea of the magnitude of errors as shown in Eq. (10):
where is the total number of periods taken into account.
It is known that the spare-parts demand is frequently intermittent [49] , so MAPE is not usually recommended to evaluate their forecasts: for any zero demand, an indeterminate division is obtained [50] . Please note that we found MAPE useful for this study, since no zero-demands were observed and this still provides dimensionless information on the forecasts. An improvement in forecasting can also be seen through better availability rates and shorter delay times [51] . Inventory holdings and inventory costs criteria [52] , were not performed due to the lack of information for this particular case, but they might be valuable performance measures depending on the needs of the enterprises.
Calculation
In order to develop models and draw conclusions from the results, three parts were selected (automobile spare-parts), as they were considered to be especially problematic and representative of the behaviour of other parts regarding their demand in the enterprise being studied. To make the decision about which parts to include in the study, interviews and analyses with the specialist in charge of the enterprise's forecasts, who is considered to be the person most familiar with the problematic, were used. The selected parts were:
• Part A. The behaviour of the demand of this part replicates features of interest for this study, such as a large variability in demand; • Part B. It is one of the parts whose forecasting errors most affect the enterprise's costs, due to the large number of parts handled and their corresponding physical storage space.
• Part C. This part is characterised by the erratic behaviour of its demand, with significant and unexpected increases and decreases. For each piece, models with 38 available historic data items at the time of elaboration were developed. This data was supplied by the enterprise under study. Whilst the selection of Box-Jenkins models followed their proposed methodology [15] , for all other models, the selection was based on their results during the sample period. Moreover, for the analysis of results, the information available was used up to the writing of this article, in order to report an analysis of its implementation in the brief post-sample period at that time. For each part, models were developed as follows:
Classic time series models were developed manually in Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation), by means of averages and moving averages with up to seven delays and an exponential smoothing applied to the best model obtained among the models previously mentioned. ARIMA models were developed following the methodology suggested by Box and Jenkins [15] and retaken by Guerrero [53] , from whom suggestions in the validation/verification techniques of the models were also taken. The software used for the estimation of the parameter was JMP 10.0 (SAS Institute Inc.). The autoregressive and moving average parameters were restricted to those within the stable and invertible regions respectively during the fitting process. ANN models were developed using Matlab R2011a with a NARX feedback architecture with one processing layer for time series modelling. Networks were developed with different numbers of neurons (2-10) and lags (1-7), in order to be later trained and to select the best one for each part. For hybrid models, for each part, the originally selected ARIMA model was taken and a neural network was used (following the same steps for lone ANNs models) in order to try to model the behaviour of the ARIMA model's residuals (the difference between their forecast and real values), as recommended by Zhang [16] . Whilst the development of the classic models is fast and the calculations are performed on a realtime basis, the parameters of the ARIMA model need to be calibrated for each combination of components ( , , ) considered to represent the system. The ANN need to be developed and trained for each combination of processing neurons and delays, which will take considerably more time to get a good model. For all models, once they have been completely developed, they can be used for forecasting the next periods immediately. The discrepancies between models should also be considered. For classic and ARIMA models, the same parameters should be obtained for a specific time series' sample, but ANN models will depend on the initial training conditions, so different models might be obtained for the same designed structure using the same sample.
Implemented Models
The resulting models for each part are first presented, in order to later analyse the results in the sample and post-sample periods. The selected model for each part is shown in Table 1 . The sample period spans up to the 38 th month and the post-sample period spans up to the 48 th month. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the sample period, the combined models were superior to the neural network models; the neural network models were better than the ARIMA models in two out of three cases, and the ARIMA models were also better than the classic models in two out of three cases. In the sample period, more results that are variable can be observed. The demand for part A was steady; therefore the performance indicators were improved. The demand for part B behaved initially steady, but demand peaked at the end, being the hybrid model the one with the most problems to forecast its behaviour since it predicted the demand to become lower instead of higher. The ME, MSE and MAPE for every forecast are shown in Table 2 . Part C had an unexpected behaviour, which could only be represented by the ARIMA model, with a MAPE of 35.91%, against an ANNs of 68.10%, its closest competitor. In Figure 2 , the obtained forecasts are shown with each model, for each part and for its respective real demands. Graphically, the behaviour of the real and forecasted demands of each part can be well observed. The erratic behaviour for all parts is clear when looking at their charts. We can also observe the predictions' performances graphically. Figure 3 shows how models have acceptable performances in both periods for parts A and B, whilst the error greatly increased for the post-sample period of part C. From both figures, we can observe that:  For part A, the demand's variability decreased in the post-sample period, leading to a better performance for all the models if compared with the sample period;  Part B showed erratic behaviour all along the registered demands, being the most erratic behaviour between months 10 and 14. A similar erratic behaviour was found in the post-sample period, mainly affecting the hybrid model;
 Part C was the most difficult one to be forecasted, since the most erratic behaviour was found within the transition between the sample and the post-sample period. The only model that remained steady between the two periods was the ARIMA model. Certain advantages and limitations of each modelling method used in the study were observed. For the sample period, the results were very similar to those expected, with the combined models being the superior ones for representing the linear behaviour of the time series with the ARIMA part of the model, and representing the behaviours which had not been captured yet during modelling with the Box and Jenkins methodology. In most cases, ANNs performed better than the ARIMA models, and at the same time the ARIMA models were better in their forecast than the classic models. For the post-sample period, mixed results were obtained, which in practice may incur in high costs in the absence of an appropriate interpretation of the behaviour of the models and the real demand. The most interesting contrast between the sample and post-sample periods is the hybrid models' performance. Since the ANN part of Zhang's models seeks to represent the error of the ARIMA model, it is expected to have a better performance than the ARIMA part alone during the sample period, but it will not necessarily have a good performance in the post-sample period. This change can be explained by several different possible factors, such as an overfitting of the model, changes in the demand's behaviour, a small sample, etc. [16] . It is also worth mentioning that the post-sample period up to now involves a very small sample, indicating that little historical data was available, and they were fully used to the development of the models. During the literature review, it was found that for ANN models, much larger historical periods than the ones used in this study are usually handled, but it was decided to work with the information available for this case due to being an alternative to obtaining forecasts. Neural network models are much more sensitive to the sample size because the latter is divided for the training, testing and validation phases; furthermore, due to not being based in a defined mathematical model, they require a greater "expertise" to answering in an appropriate way to the inputs of the model. Owing to these features, neural networks did not have an expected performance for the post-sample period, but stopped capturing the behaviours of the demand, or either overestimated the present behaviours in the sample period, affecting the post-sample forecasts. As previously mentioned, the enterprise reported an average MAPE of 57% with their current forecasting software. The exercise achieved a significant improvement in the post-sample period, yielding 32.65% for the best models (ARIMA) and 48.31% for the ones with the lowest performance (hybrid models). It has been well noted by Granger [54] , that some forecasts tend to be very variable too, having too wide prediction intervals. The studied spare parts can be included in this awkward behaviour, but it is better to have an approximation to future demands, so it is worth to maintain efforts for improving our understanding of spare-parts consumption.
As it had been found in previous research [35] , in this study diverse results were obtained concerning the convenience of applying either one of the two methods to the case of the automobile spare-parts demand. The results obtained by Hemeimat et al. [31] show that moving averages can provide very competitive forecasts, compared with other techniques, even in the case of exponential smoothing, which has been found not 
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Sample Period advisable to be used for very erratic demands. We obtained similar results and the classic models failed to recognise very erratic demands, as mentioned. Rosienkiewicz et al. [43] obtained better results by using ANNs than with any other time series method, just as we did for the sample periods. Dekker et al. [17] and Kim et al. [18] , found good forecasts using the installed base information, but gave no comparison against the time series models. It would be strongly advisable to distinguish the results for the sample and postsample periods in any similar forecasting research study. As future work, expanding the sample period would be recommended for better training of the neural networks, since it has been found that the preference for one method can change depending on the length of the data observation periods [55] ; [56] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, some forecasting methods that are affordable for almost any company involved in the automobile spare parts supply chain were assessed. Good alternatives on modelling the spare-parts demand, with no intermittent behaviour, have been assessed. Although no single model outperformed the others for every part and period, their behaviour could be observed. In terms of implementation, classic models are the easiest and fastest to start working with, and provide good results when facing a smooth behaviour in the demand. ANN models were found very promising during the literature review and presented a good fit for the sample period, but started to fail in the post-sample erratic periods. They are the most difficult methods to be implemented, since they require some knowledge of the field in order to have a good selection on the network's architecture and training algorithms. These methods deserve to be further demonstrated, due to the good results obtained with them in other mentioned studies. ARIMA models had the best overall performance and were the only ones to have an acceptable performance during the post-sample erratic period for the piece C. They can be developed in a relatively easy way with some specialised software, but it is important to follow their recommended methodology in order to select the proper model for each time series. During a model selection process, it would be advisable to test models fairly enough prior to implementation. Future research might be focused on improving forecasts through the collection of transcendent information for developing better models. It would also be recommended, for spare-parts traders interested in improving their demand forecasting, to expand their data bases, orientating to the collection of useful information to the development of causal models in order to better evaluate the reasons why each part's demand increases or decreases if the cost/benefit ratio is favourable.
